Subject: turbo-digest digest, Volume 10, Issue 341
Posted by Anonymous on Fri, 27 Jul 2012 05:20:34 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Originally posted by:

=======================================================================
In this issue:
FS: Turbo Duo + Kisado + Tototek PCE-Pro 32M
Re: FS: Turbo Duo + Kisado + Tototek PCE-Pro 32M
Duo-R controllers not working
=======================================================================
From: cassadya@dimensional.com
Date: Wed Dec 8 13:21:42 EST 2004
Subject: FS: Turbo Duo + Kisado + Tototek PCE-Pro 32M

The Duo includes the original box, AC adaptor, controller and AV cable.
The Kisado is just the Kisado
The PCE-Pro 32M flash card includes the Parallel and USB cables.(software
available at the manufacturer's site)
$425+shipping takes it all.

--- Turbo List Information -------------------------------------------This has been a message from the Turbo List. To subscribe/unsubscribe,
send a message to turbo-list-request@joyce.eng.yale.edu, to send a
message to the list, use the address turbo-list@joyce.eng.yale.edu
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: cassadya@dimensional.com
Date: Wed Dec 8 13:24:44 EST 2004
Subject: Re: FS: Turbo Duo + Kisado + Tototek PCE-Pro 32M

I forgot to mention: I have some loose HuCards I'll throw in. Nothing too
exciting, but what do you expect if they're just thrown in?
Also, I think I have all the original packing materials inside the Duo box...
I'll have to check. I have owned the system for about 4 years and it has been
well cared for.
-Andrew Cassady
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The Duo includes the original box, AC adaptor, controller and AV cable.
The Kisado is just the Kisado
The PCE-Pro 32M flash card includes the Parallel and USB
cables.(software available at the manufacturer's site)
$425+shipping takes it all.

----------------------------------------------------------------------From: stremming@mala.bc.ca
Date: Wed Dec 8 22:59:09 EST 2004
Subject: Duo-R controllers not working

Hi. Long time no post.
I picked up a Duo-R at a local thrift store. It didn't come with
anything. Just the console.
It powers up and runs cards. I don't know if the CD mechanism works,
because I can't get controllers to work with it. I popped it apart,
and had a look at the board. It all looks ok. There's no cold solder
or any visible damage. I know that on some consoles there's a resistor
or fusible link which can blow on the controller interface. I see a
bunch of little blue components arranged around the controller port
which are labeled FL901 to FL907. Can anybody tell me what these are
(are they fusible links?) Any suggestions on how to go about
troubleshooting this one?
Thanks.
------Al Stremming - Network Services Technician
Malaspina University-College, Nanaimo, BC, Canada

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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